
 

 

CISA Multitop Matic EXIT: the solution for single and double leaf panic exit doors with automatic re-arming  
 
Faenza, July 15, 2024 
 
With the introduction of its new counter-lock for double leaf panic exit doors, the Multitop Matic EXIT system reinforces 
its position as the perfect solution for panic and/or fire doors within busy public and commercial spaces. This new 
automatic system, suitable for single and double leaf aluminum and iron doors, brings to market the only "Made in Italy" 
counter-lock featuring a long faceplate. CISA's solution expertly combines maximum protection against forced entry 
with guaranteed swift exit during emergencies. 
 
Beatrice Bergonzini, CISA Locks Platform Lead, outlines the distinctive features that make Multitop Matic EXIT a 
comprehensive solution for double doors. “Multitop Matic EXIT enables the automatic and secure locking of the main 
leaf against the door jamb. Simply close the door to engage the three latch bolts and deadbolts, securing it automatically. 
For double leaf doors, the counter-lock and automatic re-arming help ensure the secure locking of the secondary leaf 
as well. The device's design has been engineered to provide top-tier security while maintaining the durability of the door 
profiles.” 
 
In an emergency, opening the door from the inside is instantaneous; just press the panic bar. By adding the CISA MOTOR, 
the lock can also be opened remotely using any market-available credential. 
 
Beyond enhancing security, the installation ease is also enhanced by the adjustable nozzles integrated into the faceplate 
system and the high/low pivot adjustment system, with the product already mounted on the door. Furthermore, the 
Multitop Matic EXIT system is backward compatible with existing SikurExit solutions already present or installed in the 
market. Replacement is straightforward and quick as it does not require any special additional machining. 
 
For more information on how Multitop Matic EXIT can enhance the security and efficiency of your panic and fire exit doors, 
visit cisa.com. 

 
CISA, a brand of Allegion, is one of Europe’s leading providers of security and access control systems. Since its 
foundation in 1926, it plays a primary role in satisfying the security requirements of any type of building with dedicated 
electro-mechanical solutions, which enable real-time access control and management. Whether it’s residential homes or 
business centers, schools or health and hospitality facilities, safety is our main concern. For more, visit cisa.com 
 
 
About Allegion 

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in seamless access, with leading brands like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, 

SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion secures people and 

assets with a range of solutions for homes, businesses, schools and institutions. For more, visit allegion.com 

 

https://www.cisa.com/en/index.html
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